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Welcome to the Festival
of York Central
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York Central has an important role to play
in delivering a significant proportion of the
overall growth of the city as set out in the
emerging Local Plan. The site has been
designated as a UK Government ‘Housing
Zone’ and has also been awarded ‘Enterprise
Zone’ status which offers commercial
occupiers significant incentives.
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The site offers the opportunity to create
a series of new city centre residential and
business neighbourhoods including a highquality commercial quarter with improved
access to the city’s railway station.
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Who is York Central Partnership (YCP)?
York Central is being brought forward through
partnership working between Homes England,
Network Rail, the City of York Council and
the National Railway Museum (the Museum).
Bringing together funding streams to
support the delivery of infrastructure and
land assembly, the partners are working
collaboratively to support the development
of York Central.
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York Central is one of the largest brownfield regeneration
sites in England with some parts of the railway-locked area
restricted to rail uses for more than 150 years.

Ongoing design work
and technical work

Draft parameters
/ masterplan preparation

Design development

December 2017

Mid-February 2018

Stage 1: Consolidation
& emerging principles

Submit Planning
Application

Set parameters for
environmental assessment

Mid-March 2018

Project timeline
The timeline summarises the progress of
the development including key events and
activities which have taken place in recent
months and anticipated timescales for the
planning applications and the development
construction.

Housing and commercial
construction commences

Road construction
commences

August 2018

Stage 3:
Formal exhibition

Stage 2:
Emerging masterplan

York Central’s Enterprise Zone designation
will allow for retention of 100% of business
rates uplift to 2042, providing a potential
funding mechanism for critical infrastructure.
Early occupiers will also be able to directly
benefit from rate relief incentives up to
2027. The Housing Zone designation for York
Central has helped York Central Partnership
to access funds to help to accelerate the
delivery of homes.

March 2019

2020

March 2021

Stage 4: Engagement
during determination period

Statement of
Community Involvement

March 2030+

Development completion

Road completion
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The aerial photograph locates the existing site in the city and
highlights key features, streets and landmarks for reference.
The emerging masterplan focuses on land within the rail lines
and key connections towards the city via Leeman Road tunnel/
Marble Arch, to Holgate in the south and to Water End
via the proposed western access route. It is important to
consider relationships with existing neighbourhoods around
the boundaries of the site and the city centre itself.
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Our proposals
This board provides an overall summary of the emerging
proposals for the York Central masterplan. It explains the
purpose of the emerging masterplan and the aspects you
can influence during this six-week period of engagement
and beyond.
What is York Central?
The emerging masterplan proposes the following key elements:

Purpose of the emerging masterplan
The purpose of the emerging masterplan is
to develop a clear understanding of the key
masterplanning and commercial principles
which will steer the development of the York
Central site. We are taking a progressive
approach to the development of the emerging
masterplan which will bring a wide range of
technical factors together with a creative
design process and a comprehensive period
of engagement with the people of York.
Find out more on Board 4

Up to 2,500 new homes including 20% affordable
provision and a range of housing which caters for
people at all stages of life.

Up to 100,000 square metres of commercial floorspace
including significant provision of new offices for the city as
well as smaller, flexible workspaces for smaller businesses
and other uses including hotels, a number of shops, bars and
cafes to cater for the new and existing residents and workers,
with spaces for creative activities.

Why are we consulting now?
The emerging masterplan is starting to take
shape following a focused and intensive
period of design work, technical studies and
engagement with local people over the past
six months. YCP is committed to a genuine
process of engagement, and we are keen to
engage with a range of people before we start
preparing the planning application itself.
YCP has five main objectives for the
engagement process:

A new western entrance to the station and concourse
to provide access to and development of the York Central
site and to support the future expansion of rail services
through the station.

The expansion of the National Railway Museum
to deliver an exciting and ambitious masterplan to tell
the epic stories of the impact of railways on the world
and their role in shaping the future.

1. 	Provide a clear overview of how the
emerging masterplan is evolving.
2. 	Hear your views on the overall approach,
vision and key principles.
3. 	Understand your thoughts on more specific
elements of the proposals including site
access and open spaces.
4. 	Deepen the level of involvement and
understanding of the site through
conversation and dialogue to enable long
term community involvement in the site
as it evolves.
5. 	Enable a masterplan that better meets
the needs of the York community.
Find out more on Boards 5 to 8

A major new park and new public square which will be
high quality open spaces for the use by residents, workers,
visitors and the wider York community.

The potential for new community and educational
facilities across the site for the benefit of existing
and future residents.

A new western access road into the site supported by
a series of improved pedestrian and cycle connections to
surrounding communities and the city centre prioritising
sustainable means of travel.

Positive statements of the historic identity
of the site itself, and the wider townscape setting
and character of York.

Find out more on Board 9 (vision), Boards 11 to 14 (movement and access), Boards 15 to 24
(land uses, design & heritage, open space & environment, emerging masterplan)
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Approach to
masterplanning
The York Central Partnership is developing a series of
masterplanning and commercial principles that will be
used to shape both the spatial plan for the site and the
commercial arrangements for delivering York Central.

The purpose of the Festival of York Central is to
provide an opportunity for the York community,
including stakeholder groups, to comment
on the emerging masterplan. The outcome of
this exercise will inform the outline planning
application for York Central and the full
planning application for the proposed access
road, both of which are to be submitted in
August 2018.
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What is the planning process?
The outline planning application will seek to
set the position of key uses and infrastructure.
It will define the uses that can be developed
on the site as well as maximum (and in some
cases) minimum limits on the amount of
development (for example, the number of
homes and amount of office space), the heights
and layout of development plots, the key points
of access into the site and the main routes
through the site. This will be achieved using
a combination of a development schedule
and parameter plans. They will allow different
arrangements of floorspace and buildings to
come forward in a phased manner to maintain
flexibility over the lifetime of the project.

Emerging masterplan boundary (red) and Local Plan allocation boundary (blue)
Planning submission
Supporting planning
documents and
technical studies/
strategies

Highways
drawings

Illustrative material
Parameter
Plans

Design
Guidance

Design and
Access Statement

Artist impressions

Area studies

Illustrative masterplan

Environmental Statement

Planning Decision and Conditions

Future Reserved Matters Applications

The emerging masterplan is an illustration
of how the application material could be
interpreted at subsequent stages of the
project. Design Guidance will establish
a combination of rules and principles to
translate key design elements and aspirations
of the masterplan into guidance, forming a
basis for the assessment of future detailed
planning applications for individual plots,
buildings, spaces or infrastructure. YCP is
also considering how design standards can
be embedded through the governance of the
project at every stage and phase.
Relationship with Local Plan
City of York Council recently published the
draft Local Plan (February 2018) and are
working towards submitting the plan to
Government by June 2018. The draft policy
refers to the site having capacity for between
1,700 and 2,500 new homes and 100,000
square metres of commercial floorspace.
The plan recognises the significance and
importance of York Central in the future
growth of the city.
Definitions
— Development schedule – the uses and amounts of
development proposed.
— Parameter plans – plans showing the limits of proposed
development such as heights and layouts of plots.
— Design guidance – a guidance document against which
future detail planning applications will be assessed.
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Our commitment
to engagement
Hearing your views is really important to us.
York Central Partnership is committed to an
ongoing conversation about the emerging
masterplan with local residents, workers
and visitors.
Our approach to engagement has been guided
by key principles that you helped to shape and
which are vital to achieve a successful scheme.

Establish trust in the
process and the project.

Transparency
as a default.

In 2016, we sought your views on the
emerging proposals for York Central through
a range of events and exhibitions. We received
1,224 consultation responses which were
analysed and the key points were fed into the
emerging masterplanning process. In 2017,
we sought your views on different access
options for the site. 644 people attended
drop-in events and we received 619
responses. Since late 2017, we have been
developing the emerging masterplan through
our Stage 1 and Stage 2 engagement
activities. Further information on the
processes and outcomes of these stages
is given on Boards 7 and 8.
Your views and feedback from these earlier
rounds of consultation have informed the
development of the emerging masterplan.
The engagement process
Seeking
Your Views
Consultation
brochure
Access
options

Sensitivity in building relationships
and providing consistency.

Clarity on processes, stages, what is
discussed and how it informs design.

B
C
D

E
F

Stage 1
Consolidation
and emerging
principles
Stage 2
Emerging
masterplan

Stage 3
Formal exhibition
We are here!

Clear communications which are
accessible and appropriate.

Interesting formats to
encourage people to participate.

A
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Views, comments
& conversations
We are seeking your views on the emerging masterplan
proposals as part of The Festival of York Central which
forms Stage 3 of our engagement process.
The Festival of York Central
– dates and information
The Festival launched on 19th March 2018 and the
exhibition will run from 10am on Wednesday 21st March
until 6pm on Friday 27th April 2018. The period for
comments finishes at midnight on 29th April 2018.
The Festival is being held at the National Railway Museum,
which is open from 10am until 6pm, seven days a week.
To find out more, including times when the exhibition is
staffed, please visit our website (www.yorkcentral.info)
and follow:
https://twitter.com/YRKcentral
https://www.facebook.com/York.Central01

How to provide feedback?
There are three ways to provide feedback
on the emerging masterplan:
1. Commonplace and website
	We are using an online engagement
platform to help gather your thoughts on
the proposals for York Central. Please visit
www.yorkcentral.info and follow the link
to join the conversation!
2. Questionnaire (hard copy)
We have hard copies of the Commonplace
	
questionnaire that we would like you
to fill in. Please see the table opposite.
Please note that the questions online
and the paper questionnaire ask identical
questions, so you do not need to
complete both.

For further information, please visit
www.myyorkcentral.org.
Twitter.com/MyYorkCentral
Facebook.com/myyorkcentral

3. My York Central
	During Stage 1, you asked us to look at
the My Castle Gateway project as a bestpractice example of good engagement.
The same team has created My York Central
(MYC). MYC goes beyond conventional
community consultation by enabling
all those interested to become part of
a sustained long-term conversation
where influence comes through sharing
responsibility for the area and its future.
Throughout the festival we are working to
make getting involved active, challenging
and fun. Visit the website for information
on where and when these activities will
take place and how to provide feedback.

What should you comment on?
We want to hear your views on:
— Emerging vision (Board 9)
—	Overall approach to the masterplan
including movement and access
(Boards 11 to 14), landscape and
environment (Board 15), design and
heritage (Board 16), land uses
(Board 17) and;
We would like to hear your thoughts
on specific options for:
—	Marble Arch / Leeman Road connections
(Board 13)
— Southern connection (Board 14)
We also want to know about your aspirations
for what York Central will be like as…
…a place to live (Board 19)
…a place to work (Board 20)
…a place to spend time – The Great Park
(Board 21) and The New Square (Board 22)
Look out for the speech bubble symbol (“Join
the conversation”) on other boards through the
exhibition; this identifies topics and issues that
we would like to hear your opinions on.
Any thoughts and questions about other
aspects of the exhibition are welcome!
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Feedback from stage 1
During Stage 1, we met with local groups
and organisations and held three public
pop-up events to hear your thoughts on the
emerging principles for the York Central
masterplan.
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Using the BRE (Building Research Establishment) Excellence
Framework shaped conversations about how we could make York
Central a sustainable place. The wheel defines eight themes which
are shown below. The detailed feedback from Stage 1 will be
reported in full in the Statement of Community Involvement (a formal
document which will be submitted with the planning applications) and
summarised by the themes of the BRE Excellence Framework.
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Governance
—	Accountability & transparency
is required.
—	Who’s in control of what’s built?
—	In-council governance process
not clear.
—	Risk of under-exploited assets
due to differing drivers of YCP
partners.
—	Concern of how piecemeal
development will be managed.
Transport & connectivity
—	Concern about traffic,
congestion and air pollution.
—	Mixed views on type of
connection through Marble
Arch.
—	Promote sustainable forms of
transport – supports new cycle
and pedestrian routes.
—	More reliable and frequent
buses.
—	General support for low car use.
—	Explore parking strategy.
—	Supports better access to
station on west-side.
—	Need an integrated and
ambitious transport strategy.
—	Bus station?
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Services
—	Development must be
supported by services
integrated with existing
communities.
—	Schools, doctors and high
quality shops to create
communities.
—	Play and sports areas,
variety of green spaces.
—	For young and old.
—	Children’s groups.
—	Better toilet facilities.
—	Mental health services and
for those with disabilities.
Environmental
—	Support for new park.
—	Be mindful of existing trees.
—	Plant lots of trees.
—	Woodland site for play?
—	Provide for nature & wildlife.
—	Look at best practice.
—	Incentivise environmentally
friendly modes of travel.
—	Tackle air pollution.

9%

11%

4%

Equity
—	Pay attention to detail to ensure
accessibility e.g. handrails and
seating.
—	Housing for locals including
social, sheltered & housing for
disabled.
—	Not too high-rise.
—	Consider views.
Economy
—	General support for a variety of
commercial and office space.
—	Clarity on how many jobs and
what kind.
—	Include smaller workspaces for
creative industries/start-ups/
SMEs, social enterprise.
—	Complement existing food &
drink/retail offer, don’t compete
with the city centre.

10%

Housing & built environment
—	Consensus for high quality,
sustainable, affordable homes.
—	Variety of home sizes.
—	Concern about too much
student accommodation.
—	Incorporate historic buildings.
—	Concern about building heights
impact.
—	Too many homes?
Social & cultural
—	Explore role of Railway Institute
as a cultural hub.
—	Support for the Museum
expansion but important to look
beyond the Museum for cultural
provision on site.
—	Provide all weather social and
play spaces.
Other
—	Excited by the proposals.
—	Make use of brownfield land.
—	Would like to see more visuals.
—	Consider two-way relationship
between York Central and York.
—	Hard to find information.
— Integrate with broader proposals.
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Feedback from stage 2
During Stage 2, we held a series of workshops with members
of the community to discuss key themes for the emerging
York Central masterplan. The workshops allowed us to explore
issues raised in Stage 1 in greater detail which has helped us
to progress key elements of the emerging masterplan. The
workshop themes and the outcomes of each are set out below.
Movement

1. 	How will Marble Arch work – bus gate,
taxis, dedicated cycle lanes?
2. 	Support for new access on the western
side of the station – taxis and buses.
3. 	Concern about impact of cars through
Entrance Square.
4. Better public transport is a priority.
5.	Should be integrated with the wider
city transport strategy.
6. 	Safe and active connections to/from
St. Peter’s Quarter.
7. 	Priority for pedestrians and cyclists
– segregated cycle way and pleasant,
safe routes.
8. 	Support for improvements to southern
pedestrian/cycle access to the site.
9. Attractive direct routes through park.
10. 	Leeman Park is well-used – improve
lighting along river.
11. 	Important to consider those with
disabilities within the strategy.
12. 	Reduce parking over time and commit
to strong enforcement.

Landscape

1. 	The Great Park – ideas included
adventure play, outdoor gym, activities
for teenagers, play areas for all ages and
performance space such as open-air
theatre.
2. 	Views to the Minster will be important
in making it feel like York.
3. Consider position of road next to park.
4. 	Support for liveable local streets and
shared spaces. Consider acoustic impact
of railways on homes.
5. 	Entrance Square – dedicated cycle
route and bus and taxi only.
6. 	Consider bridge across river.
7. 	Green roofs for buildings including
the Museum.
8. 	Interpretation of railway heritage
in the park.

Design, heritage
& uses

1. 	Need to maximise the benefits of the
Museum and find wider opportunities
for culture.
2. 	Overall aspiration for more community
facilities e.g. schools and GP surgeries
etc for residents and local workers.
3. 	Support for as much affordable housing
as possible.
4. 	Need to be careful to consider the impact
of so many new homes and businesses.
5. 	Careful response needed to the character
of the wider city.
6. 	Interest in modern, contemporary
buildings.
7. 	Mixed debates on building heights –
interest in streets with terraced houses
particularly to the north of the Foundry.
Potential for areas such as York Yard South
(between the park and Freight Avoiding Line)
to include apartments with greater height.
8. 	Think about the views and relationship
with heritage assets including criteria for
the retention of buildings.
9. 	Potential to include one or two visitor
facilities with interactive exhibits about
the heritage of the site e.g. within the
Museum or as part of a retained historic
building such as Alliance House.
10. Support for new restaurants, bars and
small shops in the commercial area with
striking views to the park and Minster.
11. Clear understanding of the different
boundaries.
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Emerging vision
York Central provides a transformational
opportunity to realise the significant
ambition for economic and housing growth
in York. York Central’s excellent location in
the heart of the city and next to York Railway
Station will deliver a well-connected and
sustainable neighbourhood accessible to
all. Drawing on its railway heritage, it will be
a place full of life and vitality, delivering a
vibrant new part of the city, providing homes
and jobs for the people of York.
The buildings and spaces at York Central will
be high quality and complement the historic
setting and fantastic connections to the
city centre and railway network. Homes will
range from first homes to those for families
and for older people, suitable for all stages
of life and affordable to all.
Businesses will benefit from a range of
innovative and flexible workspaces for
growing local companies and start-ups,
as well as providing the capacity and
quality of space to make York a landmark
business destination and attract national
and international businesses around York’s
growing industry strengths, such as in
rail, insurance and digital. York Central will
enable business growth and attract inward
investment to create good quality jobs for
the people of York.

Join the conversation
“Do you agree with the draft vision
statement? Please let us have your
thoughts on the main priorities.”

The National Railway Museum will be the
cultural heart of York Central. It has an
exciting and ambitious emerging masterplan
to tell the epic stories of the impact of
railways on the world. The Museum will
contribute to York’s tourist industry with
significant growth in visitor numbers
discovering its world-class collection with
a new Central Gallery showcasing the latest
innovations from the modern railway industry.
A lively public square will be at the heart of
the new community and will create a bold
sense of arrival for residents, visitors and
workers alike. Extensive public spaces
and a wonderful public park for formal and
informal cultural events will be available for
community interaction, play and recreation.
High-quality digital and physical
infrastructure will be provided from the
outset, encouraging low carbon living
and providing the flexibility needed for
sustainable energy solutions fit for the
21st century.
York Central will prioritise pedestrians
and cyclists with excellent public transport,
creating convenient and safe pedestrian
and cycle access through the site to the
city centre, railway station and surrounding
communities and linking into city-wide
footpaths and cycle ways, to enjoy the
wider York environment.
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About the site
Much of the York Central site has been
inaccessible to the public for many years.
The area has a desolate, isolated character
which is a legacy of the rail uses and
connected activities on the site. It is a poor
environment for existing residents. There
is a clear sense that the area is underused, poorly connected and lacking the
appropriate setting for a world-class
visitor attraction.

Site history
The area was largely countryside until the
arrival of the railways in 1839, transforming
the site into a major railway interchange.
York quickly gained a reputation as a railway
manufacturing hub and the centre of railway
administration. The area was home to many
rail-related activities, for example iron
foundries, signalling workshops, wagon
works, stables and a goods depot were all
located on site. A number of buildings and
structures remain that had former railway and
industrial uses and are reminders of York’s
renowned railway past. The site is surrounded
by railway lines and therefore significant new
infrastructure is needed to open it up.

3.0 Understanding the National Railway Museum
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If you would like to understand these
opportunities and constraints in greater detail,
please talk to one of the York Central team or
visit our website (www.yorkcentral.info).
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Opportunities and constraints
The adjacent images illustrate a range of the
issues that YCP has been considering as part
of the preparation of the emerging masterplan.
These topics have helped to create a good
understanding and context for our proposals.
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Movement
Overarching approach

Join the conversation
“Please let us have your views about our
proposals for improved connections and
accessibility.”

The emerging masterplan seeks to create a set of principles
for sustainable movement across the site, giving priority for
those with disabilities, pedestrians and cyclists.
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Pedestrian strategy
—	Dedicated footways on local streets, with footpaths through park.
—	Accessible level changes, clearly delineated pedestrian routes
and crossings.
—	New or improved pedestrian & cycle connectivity to the south.
—	Potential for segragated pedestrian use of part of Marble Arch.
—	Opportunities to improve connections with St Peter’s Quarter.
—	Pedestrian access through the Museum during opening hours.
—	Improved connections to existing pedestrian routes.
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Cycling strategy
—	Two-way segregated cycle route along the length
of new western access route.
—	New or improved cycle connection to the south.
—	Segregated cycleway through Leeman Road tunnel.
—	Other local on-street connections.
—	Increased volume of cycle parking.
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Public transport and taxi strategy
—	Potential for Park & Ride services to run from Water End to the
station and city.
—	Bus shelters and taxi/private car drop-off at the west side
of the station to complement existing bus and taxi hub to the
east of the station.
—	Local bus services could run through the site with regular stops.

Vehicle strategy
—	New western access from Water End through to Leeman tunnel.
—	Potential for bus gate to manage vehicle flows at certain times
is under review and being modelled.
—	Local play streets for children where possible.
—	Parking provision based on low car usage.
—	Disabled parking provision.
—	Commercial, station and Museum car parking in efficient
multi-storey format.
— Reduced traffic flows through Salisbury Terrace.
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Movement
Key proposals

Join the conversation
“Please let us have your views about
these key transport proposals.”
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2. Marble Arch option
Currently cycles and pedestrians share the Marble Arch tunnel.
Options being considered, other than do-nothing, is to allow a twoway segregated cycleway to be added in the Leeman Road tunnel,
with a single lane retained for vehicles, or to retain two-way vehicle
movement with cycle lanes incorporated. The former option would
require traffic lights east and west of the tunnel which would allow
signal-controlled movement through the tunnel in both directions.
This proposal would then allow Marble Arch to be purely for
pedestrians. Technical work is being undertaken to assess the
effect of a bus gate that would restrict through-traffic at key times.
More information is provided on Board 13.
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1. Western access route
This will be the main vehicular access to the York Central site as well
as providing pedestrian and cycle access. Various access options were
subject to consultation in summer 2017, following which YCP agreed
to take forward the western access for the purpose of developing the
emerging masterplan. The precise alignment of the western access
route and the character of the bridge crossing over Millennium Green
is subject to further detailed work and ongoing discussions with
the Millennium Green trustees. As part of the proposals, there is an
opportunity to enhance the natural character of the Millennium Green
as a sheltered open space and a wildlife haven with a path network
linking pedestrians to The Great Park.
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3. Cycle / pedestrian connection to south
Options to improve cycle and pedestrian connections to the south
are being explored. Access options include a new pedestrian and
cycle route along Chancery Rise; upgrading Wilton Rise to allow for
the increased pedestrian and cycle movements; or use the existing
access via Railway Terrace. These routes could connect to a new bridge
in place of the existing bridge, at the eastern or western end of the
Community Garden. More information is provided on Board 14.

4. Integrating the street and the park
The western access route follows the southern edge of the park.
The intention is for the street to feel like an extension of the park by
integrating a pedestrian footway at the edge of the park. A two-way
segregated cycle way would sit on the park side of the carriageway,
alongside a normal footway on the other side of the road.
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Marble Arch /
Leeman Road tunnel

Join the conversation
“Can we improve the connection through
Marble Arch and Leeman Road tunnel? Let
us know your views on the options proposed.”

The provision of a safe, segregated pedestrian and cycle route
through York Central is a priority as part of the approach to
sustainable movement. The Marble Arch and Leeman Road tunnel
is a pinch point which compromises the experience of cycling and
walking to and from York Central and we have developed three
potential solutions for consideration.
Option 1: Do nothing
—	Pedestrians and cycles continue to share the Marble Arch route.
—	One lane of traffic in each direction in the Leeman Road tunnel
with a pedestrian footway.

Option 2: Segregated cycling provision
—	Install one-way traffic for vehicles through the tunnel,
using traffic lights.
—	The additional space could be used to provide a segregated
two-way cycle lane through Leeman Road tunnel.
—	This would allow pedestrians to use Marble Arch tunnel,
making walking safer and more attractive.
—	This strategy could act as a constraint on vehicle flow,
deterring rat-running through the site.
—	A pedestrian crossing could be combined with the signals to allow
pedestrians to move safely from Marble Arch to the northern footway
of Leeman Road to get to Scarborough Bridge and the River Ouse.
—	Two-way segregated cycle lanes adjacent to Royal Mail Sorting Office.

Option 3: Two-way traffic and cyclists share road
—	An alternative arrangement is to retain two-way traffic within
the Leeman Road tunnel and allow cyclists and vehicles to
share the road.
—	This would enable pedestrians only in Marble Arch as per
Option 2.

Example of segregated
cycleway (option 2)

Example of how lighting could
improve Marble Arch (all options)

Impacts
Technical work is being
undertaken to assess the effect of
these options on traffic using the
road network.

Bus gating
YCP is also reviewing whether a
bus gate should be incorporated
as part of these proposals to
restrict vehicle access at certain
times. Issues being considered
are the traffic flows through the
site, including The New Square,
without a bus gate and the
impact on the wider highway
network with a bus gate.
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Southern connection
Pedestrians & cycles

Join the conversation
“Options are being explored to improve
pedestrian and cycle connections from York
Central to Holgate – what are your views?”

There are a number of options
for the connection to the
south of the site:

Options for southern connection (pedestrian & cycle)

Option 1 would replace the existing
pedestrian and cycle footbridge which
connects from Cinder Lane to Wilton Rise with
access from Holgate Road via Wilton Rise.
Issues relating to this option are that (1) the
connection point to the bridge is only 3m wide
and that (2) Wilton Rise is an unadopted and
narrow residential street, which will limit the
quality of the connection from Holgate Road to
York Central.
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Holgate Road

View of bridge from Wilton Rise

4

Wilton Rise/Cinder Lane footbridge

Option 2 would retain the main access route
from Holgate Road along Wilton
Rise but would connect to the site with a new
bridge at the eastern end of the Community
Garden accessed via Upper
St Paul’s Terrace. This would still suffer from
the issues relating to Wilton Rise described
under Option 1.
Option 3 involves the creation of a new
pedestrian and cycle connection on land to
the rear of Holgate Works/Wilton Rise on
the alignment of Chancery Rise with a new
bridge forming a connection to the site. It
is important to note that there would be no
access for vehicles in this option. YCP is
currently reviewing potential options with
Friends of Holgate Community Garden. Key
considerations include the alignment and
grading of the bridge to establish a safe and
accessible route which allows the Community
Garden to continue to function.
Option 4 would focus on the use of the
existing public highway route from Holgate
Road and along Railway Terrace with
replacement of the existing footbridge
envisaged under Option 1.
Option 5 is to retain the existing routes and
infrastructure with no changes to the existing
footbridge.

Example of segregated pedestrian and
cycle connection (option 2 or 3 which
would involve a new bridge)

Further detailed work is being undertaken to
understand the constraints and opportunities
associated with each option alongside
ongoing discussions with the Friends of
Holgate Community Garden.
We welcome views on the other options
presented and whether other opportunities
exist to provide pedestrian and cycle
connections to the south of York Central.
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Landscape
& environment

Join the conversation
“What are your views about our
proposed approach to landscape
and the environment?”

Our landscape proposals build
on the site’s historic character
and geographic position in the
city. The emerging masterplan
proposes a central park
connecting Millennium Green
back to a new urban square at
the threshold to the city centre.

Emerging landscape plan

1

2

This sweeping green space
reflects the typical landscape
character of strays and green
corridors which connect the wider
countryside to the heart of the city
– in this case linking York Central
to the River Ouse corridor and
evoking the distinctive pattern of
rail lines which shape the site.

Key
1. The Great Park
2. The New Square

Sustainability and energy
YCP is developing a range of
sustainability measures:
—	Integrated approach to Green
Infrastructure including water
management and biodiversity.
—	A low carbon approach.
—	High performance buildings
in relation to heating, cooling
and energy use.
—	Desire to reduce traffic to
improve air quality and support
healthy lifestyles.
—	A broad mix of uses which
responds to the needs of
surrounding neighbourhoods
and the wider city.
—	Creation of a mixed and
balanced community and
diverse, distinctive streets
and spaces.

Cultuurpark Westergasfabriek, The Netherlands

Open spaces
A range of play opportunities
have been identified to deliver
new open space at York Central,
including:
—	Informal amenity space in
the park, recreational areas,
the urban square and the
boulevard.
— Playground for children.
—	Sports facilities in the parks
and local green spaces.

Biodiversity
As well as new areas for activities,
the park will create quieter places
to support plants and animal
life. The railway yards already
contain habitats including areas
of limestone ballast (the stones
which form a bed for rail lines)
as well as open grassland and
trees. The Holgate Beck is as
an important site of ecological
value which provides a seasonal
wetland environment and a link to
the River Ouse.

Water management
The western part of the site is
within Flood Zones 2 and 3. The
Great Park provides a large
surface area that can be used for
the retention of water in extreme
rainfall and flooding scenarios.
In a 30-year flood scenario excess
water could be held in SUDS
channels and a pond before flowing
into the Holgate Beck. In rarer flood
scenarios the west end of the park
can be used as a retention basin.
The use of water as a theme within
the park could create habitats and
leisure spaces that are attractive to
both people and local fauna.

Example of possible uses for open space

Natur-Park Suedgelaende, Berlin

Example of water management

Example of possible uses for open space

Novartis Campus Park, Basel

Example of walkway by water
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Join the conversation
“Please let us know your thoughts on our
approach. How should proposals respond
to the character of the site and city?

Design & heritage
Our proposals will create a new part of the city, drawing
on the railway heritage of the site and complementing the
medieval walled city. As well as thinking about townscape
character, the proposals will need to incorporate York’s
present needs in terms of housing and workspace. We also
need to respond to the characteristics of the wider city so
that the proposals feel authentic and integrated.

The emerging masterplan is founded on a
series of key principles from a design and
heritage perspective:
—	Reflect York’s townscape, enhancing or
better revealing the setting of heritage
assets, and tell the railway story.
—	Allow unique character and history to
create an integrated and cohesive
area of city.
—	New and existing connections should
provide resilient, convenient, inclusive
and permeable routes.
—	Public realm proposals should create high
quality streets and safe, accessible spaces.
—	Create a flexible approach to development
plots and buildings which are robust and
resilient.
—	Create rich and varied character areas.
—	Incorporate residential, work, retail,
community, Museum and leisure uses to
activate frontages and animate public
spaces.
—	Building height, scale and mass should be
responsive to the heritage of the site and
the wider city setting and character.
—	Establish the masterplan as an extension
of the existing city fabric, as well as a new
place.
—	Create an approach incorporating
biodiversity measures and sustainable
strategies.
—	Create a flexible phased approach where
the place feels complete at every stage.

Emerging building heights

Key

1-2 storeys

3-4 storeys

4-5 storeys

5-6 storeys

View of the Minster from York Central

6-7 storeys

7-8 storeys

Height, scale and massing
The building heights diagram indicates that
buildings in the commercial district will
typically be 4 to 5 storeys with considerable
variation to create positive local views of the
station and city. The residential apartments
on the southern edge of the site are typically
up to 6 storeys. North of the park, residential
buildings respect the surrounding domestic
scale of terraces, reaching 2 to 4 storeys.
Where appropriate, local variations in height
are suggested. The physical model illustrates
the proposed building heights.

View of the station frontage from Cinder Lane footbridge

Relative building heights across the city – potential York Central buildings in yellow

1.

2.

3.

Key
1. York Minster
2. The Grand Hotel
3. City of York Council offices
4. York Station
5. York Central commercial offices
6. National Railway Museum
7. National Railway Museum

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

8. York Central residential
9. St Peters Quarter
10.	York Central residential block
(Foundry Village)
11.	York Central houses
(Foundry Village)
12.	York Central residential block
(York Yard South)

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

13.	York Central residential block
(York Yard South)
14. Poppleton Road homes
15. Poppleton Road school
16. Poppleton Road watertower
17. Holgate Road windmill

16.

17.
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Join the conversation
“Do you agree with the proposed
approach to land uses?”

Uses

The emerging masterplan
promotes a flexible approach
to land uses within the
overall context of up to
2,500 new homes and up to
100,000 square metres of
commercial space, including
offices, hotels, retail and
community uses. Proposals
for the National Railway
Museum will see a significant
improvement in the cultural
offer which could increase
the length of time that
people stay in the city.

Predominant uses
Commercial (with food, drink & retail at ground floor)
Housing (including local community facilities)
Housing or commercial
Community/education uses
National Railway Museum
York Railway station
Predominantly parking
Refurbished building – flexible uses

Homes
York Central will make a significant
contribution in the provision of new residential
space in the city. The proposals will create new
neighbourhoods and offer a mix of housing
types and tenures. York Central is expected to
include houses and predominantly apartments,
providing homes for all ages and stages of
life. The precise mix and balance is yet to be
fixed, but a development of this size would
support a very wide range of homes across the
site. There is a commitment to achieving 20%
affordable housing at York Central in line with
the planning policy position.

Harvard Gardens by Pollard Thomas Edwards for L&Q © Tim Crocker

Food, drink and retail
Successful modern commercial areas
comprise more than just workspace.
Employers and workers expect easy,
accessible premises to cater for the needs of
workers and employers including venues for
lunchtime and the evening. These activities will
bring ground floor and external public spaces
to life, creating a positive reputation as a new
destination for residents and visitors alike,
without impacting the core city centre.

Community
The masterplan will set a context for a range
of community spaces and facilities across
the site, with the potential for a new primary
school, if required, which could serve new
residents and existing residents in adjacent
neighbourhoods within the catchment area.
New spaces and improvements to existing
green space will play an important role in
helping to make York Central a healthy,
sociable place.

Culture
The proposals for the National Railway Museum
will transform the visitor experience and act as
a catalyst for the transformation of the arrival
experience into York Central. The presence of
the Museum is a major asset for the site, acting
as a cultural anchor, providing opportunities to
create linkages with educational uses, science
technology, engineering and businesses.
In addition, the public spaces will provide
opportunities for cultural and civic events.

Meanwhile uses
Opportunities to bring forward ‘meanwhile’
uses will be encouraged as part of a phased
approach to development. Meanwhile uses
can play an important role in creating an early
sense of buzz and activity, generating local
interest and starting to establish the character
and vibrancy which will set the context for the
longer-term development of the site.

Dujardin Mews by Karakusevic Carson Architects, photo by Emanuelis Stasaitis

Workspace
York Central has the potential to deliver
major economic growth for York by creating
a new high-quality commercial quarter with
its own entrance to the city’s railway station.
Currently York’s city centre office market
supply is restricted by the historic nature of
its traditional core. It is vital that this changes
to attract high value sectors such as hightech, rail, biomedical industries, financial
services and creative industries in line with
the city’s wider economic objectives. Smaller
workspace and incubation facilities will also be
encouraged.
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Emerging
masterplan
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Join the conversation
“Please let us know your thoughts about
the emerging illustrative masterplan.”
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The emerging masterplan drawing provides an illustration of how the
York Central site could progress. The exact approach to design of buildings
& space will evolve through the outline planning application and subsequent
detailed design in future Reserved Matters applications.
The following points summarise the main
interventions and are labelled on the drawing:
1. 	New western entrance to station
A formal and welcoming point of arrival
with new concourse facilities, bus shelters
and passenger drop-off.
2. 	The New Square
A new civic space and point of arrival
for the station, Museum and the city.
3. 	Improved connection through
Marble Arch/Leeman Road tunnel
Potential for safer, easier routes for
pedestrians and cyclists.
4. 	Expanded National Railway Museum
Creation of expanded Museum enabled by
York Central’s diversion of Leeman Road.
5. 	Commercial district
New workspace and offices. Food, drink
and retail uses at ground floor, establishing
a complementary offer to existing
destinations in the city centre.
6. 	Boulevard
Connection for pedestrians and cyclists
from The Great Park to The New Square.

7. 	The Great Park
New park for existing and future residents
with a wide range of activities along its
length. Connecting from the River Ouse
Corridor and Millennium Green to The New
Square. Incorporation of steam rides from
the Museum, a range of habitats for wildlife
and areas for the storage of water during
periods of high rainfall.
8. 	York Yard South
Higher density residential neighbourhood
with apartments between the railway
edge and The Great Park (subject to
availability of the land for development).
9.	Foundry Village
Lower scale neighbourhood comprising
terraces, townhouses and some apartments.
Positive response to surrounding streets
with connections to the Foundry area and
beyond to the park.
10. 	Foundry
Potential for re-use of existing buildings
for community, education or enterprise.
Opportunities to make positive reference
to the historic identity and character.

11. 	Western access
New western access route from Water End
through to the city. Key route for public
transport with segregated routes for
pedestrians and cyclists. Detailed alignment
being considered with the Millennium
Green Trustees. The route could follow
the alignment of Cinder Lane as it passes
through the commercial district.
12. 	Millennium Green
Opportunity to enhance the character of
this natural open space as a wildlife haven
and link to The Great Park.
13. 	Improved southern access
Consideration of potential options for
improved pedestrian and cycle access.
14. 	Improved connection to
Salisbury Terrace area
Opportunities to improve the route to
Kingsland Terrace for existing and future
residents and onto Riverside.
15. Diversion of Leeman Road
The road will be diverted around the park
towards the city, to enable the development
of York Central and the Museum Masterplan.
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Homes

Join the conversation
“What will it be like to live at York Central;
what are your aspirations for new homes
and neighbourhoods?”

York Central will be a unique place to live. Well-connected by public transport and rail,
within easy walking distance of parks and open spaces, community facilities, offices and
workspace, it will be a mixed community which is active and vibrant all year round with a
range of homes to meet the needs of a broad cross-section of people including first-time
buyers, families and older people. Residents will benefit from a range of attractive views
across the park and back towards the medieval city, and pleasant streets and local spaces.
There is a commitment to achieving 20% affordable housing at York Central in line with the
planning policy position.
View of The Great Park from an apartment looking towards the Minster

View towards Minster along Leeman Road showing proposed ‘Foundry Village’ area
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Working

Join the conversation
“What will it be like to work at York Central;
what are your aspirations for and the
commercial area adjacent to the station?”

York Central will be a popular, dynamic place to work, which will provide high-quality work
space, drive economic growth within the city and create quality job opportunities for its
residents. The commercial quarter will provide a range of workspaces including modern
offices and smaller flexible spaces ideal for innovation and incubation. Ground floors and
public spaces will be lively destinations with a mix of small shops, restaurants, cafes and
bars. These will complement the existing offer in the city, creating a sense of vibrancy
and activity which appeals to residents, workers and visitors.
Courtyard within the commercial quarter – new retail premises with offices above

View from an office building
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The Great Park
The Great Park will be a major asset to the city and will
be well-used by existing residents and future communities.
The park will play a key role in connecting the site to Millennium
Green and the River Ouse Corridor to the west and the city
centre to the east, as well as enabling water management
and opportunities for biodiversity and leisure use.
The Great Park – looking back towards the Minster

Join the conversation
“Do you have any views about The Great
Park; do you agree with the character and
activities proposed?”

The park will shift in form and character along
its length. The Museum will operate a steam
train ride along the edge of the park with a
range of railway artefacts and landscape
references acting as a reminder of the historic
rail uses on the site. Levels will be managed
carefully to allow a step free passage across
the park for disabled users, pedestrians and
cyclists without impact on the operation of the
steam line.
Closer to Millennium Green, the park will adopt
a more valley-like form with an emphasis
on woodland and wetland features. At the
eastern end, the park connects back to The
New Square via a boulevard adjacent to
the South Yard of the Museum. As well as
providing excellent facilities for playspace and
recreation, the park will also play a key role for
the management of water during high rainfall
events, and biodiverse spaces to support the
ecology in the area.

Edge of The Great Park

Emerging landscape plan

How the park might look

Sectional drawings of the park showing change of character along its length
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Join the conversation
“Please let us know your thoughts about
our proposals for The New Square.”

The New Square
The New Square will provide a new city-scale space at the
threshold between the core city centre and York Central.
The square will have different identities and characteristics,
reflecting its multiple roles as a space for arrival, gathering
and activity for the city.
Coal Drops

Known for intimate spaces and medieval
streets, York also has a tradition of larger
squares including Exhibition Square, St
Sampson’s Square and Parliament Street.
Drawing on examples elsewhere in the UK,
The New Square will establish a series of
individual spaces with different functions
and characteristics.
The New Square will be made up of three
spaces: York Central Gateway, forming an
entrance /threshold to the city; the Coal Drops,
marking the entrance to the new western
concourse for York Station; and Museum
Square, a gateway to the Museum formed
by the new Central Gallery proposals and
facilitated by the diversion of Leeman Road.
Diagrams illustrating the possible
layout of The New Square
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The New Square towards the new station entrance
The Coal Drops area will form a flexible space
for a range of activities, performances and
events. The recessed nature of the space
will make it feel intimate and protected from
passing traffic. Black stone paving could
be used to reference to the Coal Drops
former use, whilst a water mist feature would
reference the former presence of steam trains
on the site.
Passing traffic will be managed carefully
with provision of two generous pedestrian
crossings to create a sense of pedestrian
priority. There is also potential for a train to sit
alongside the edge of the Museum where the
boulevard meets Station Square.
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National Railway
Museum Masterplan

Join the conversation
“What are your thoughts about the proposed
Museum Masterplan and how it relates to
York Central as a whole?”

The National Railway Museum will be the cultural heart
of York Central, giving it a unique identity. With 750,000
visitors a year already, the museum will be a hub of activity,
enhanced by the creation of a new public square and
events space in front of the Museum.

The Museum is York’s most visited attraction
and holds the best railway collection in the
world. The opportunity presented by the
development at York Central will allow
it to radically improve its existing facilities to
become truly world-class and fitting for the
vibrant new neighbourhood and to tell the epic
story of how railways have changed our world.

Museum Masterplan

Museum Masterplan
The Museum has ambitious plans for its
complete transformation, creating new
galleries and experiences for both York
residents and visitors. It aims to increase
visitor numbers to over 1.2million per year
and to increase dwell time, encouraging more
overnight stays. This will help to strengthen
the visitor economy in York.

The Museum Masterplan comprises the
following projects:

Central Gallery entrance view

1. 	Great Hall – Complete renovation of the
Victorian-era Great Hall to tell the epic
stories of how the railways changed the
world. The Museum will display thousands
of objects in a new Open Store and open
up views of locomotives being prepared to
run on the mainline.
2.	Wonderlab – New interactive gallery to
inspire the engineers of the future through
hands-on building, testing and learning.

Diverting Leeman Road would also enable the
Museum to create a new Central Gallery where
the road currently divides its site in half. This
building would join its galleries, providing
level access and a new world-class welcome
space displaying the latest technology and
innovations from the modern rail industry.
Central Gallery internal view

3.	Central Gallery – New welcome space
creating level access and showcasing the
latest technology and innovations from the
modern rail industry.

The environment around the Museum would
also be improved including a new public
square and enhanced green space in the
South Yard.
Rail links
Currently the Museum has two rail accesses,
one into Great Hall from the North and the
second into Station Hall from the West.

4. 	South Yard – Enhancing the outdoor
area to provide more green space for our
visitors to enjoy.
5. 	Museum Square – Creation of a vibrant
new public space for York, featuring the
historic Coal Drops at its heart.

In November 2017 the York Central
Partnership and City of York Council Executive
identified a new route from the West as the
preferred access to York Central. This plan to
divert Leeman Road and create a new access
road for York Central would help to improve the
environment and air quality for those currently
living in the Salisbury Terrace and Leeman
Road areas, as well as those in the planned
new housing developments.

As part of the York Central redevelopment, it
is proposed that the existing rail link from the
West will be removed and a new line provided
from the Freight Avoiding Lines into Station
Hall. This proposal will maintain the rail link to
the Museum’s South Yard as a private siding.
It would include a new crossing point for the
Museum over the highway. This crossing
point would be used to allow occasional train
movements to and from the Museum.

South Yard

6.	Road – Diverting Leeman Road on to
the new access road for York Central
will remove traffic from the Salisbury
Terrace and Leeman Road areas and
enable the Museum Square public realm
and Central Gallery.

Image credit: Wilkinson Eyre and Gustafson Porter and Bowman
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The proposals for the area in front of the
station are part of a separate project and are
shown here for information – consultation on
this project will be taking place in due course.

Front of the station

To complement the rejuvenation of this part of the city centre, City of York Council
– working with Network Rail and train operators – are developing a separate project
to transform the area on the east side [front] of the station.

City of York Council is leading the design and
implementation of the project to reorganise
vehicle movements in front of York station
to reduce conflicts and reduce congestion.
The proposed removal of the Queen Street
Bridge presents a major opportunity to use
space more efficiently. Bus stops, taxis,
drop off and vehicle parking will be moved
away from the station front allowing a major
public space to be created. This will improve
connectivity of pedestrians and cyclists, as
well as creating an improved setting for the
City Walls, Station and other heritage buildings
in this area.
The transformation of the environment in front
of the railway station will help to strengthen
the importance of the station and unlock the
potential of this area. It will create a more
welcoming and pedestrian friendly gateway
to the city.

City of York Council will be running a separate
consultation on the York Station Frontage
Improvement project later this year. Your views
on the Station Frontage project will be sought
at this time.
In parallel, Network Rail and Virgin Trains East
Coast are exploring opportunities to improve
the portico and areas inside the station
concourse. This will both complement the
proposed works in front of the station and
reinforce access through the station to York
Central. Any improvements undertaken will
not be to the detriment of existing facilities.

The future growth in the number of
passengers passing through York Station
is being considered, together with strategic
rail capacity planning to accommodate the
requirements of projects such as HS2 and
Northern Powerhouse Rail. This includes
reserving space for additional platforms
on both sides of the station. Demands for
future cycle and vehicle parking have been
calculated and will be incorporated into
emerging plans.
Network Rail is also working with York RI to
develop proposals to improve their site.

Emerging masterplan
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The York Station Frontage Improvements
Project proposes to rationalise the highway
network; reorganise buses, taxis and parking;
and deliver improved pedestrian and cycle
facilities. A new public space will be created
in front of the Station which will create a more
welcoming, pedestrian-orientated gateway
to the city.
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